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Abstract: The escalating environmental problems with its drastic impact pose a major 

threat to the humans and the environment. Nature writers and environmental activists 

articulate and address these issues in various forms. The interrelationship between human 

and non-human world and its issues is more in fact visible, if one takes a look at the 

scenario. Both Indian and foreign authors focus on ecology, ecosphere in relationship 

with nature, animals, birds and humans, which make the study interesting. On that basis, 

science fiction is one among the literary genres that can be defined as a type of 

speculative fiction in which the stories often deal about science and technology of the 

future. These stories are ought to be believable. Ecocriticism is a literary theory which 

can be defined as a study of relationship between literature and environment from an 

interdisciplinary perspective. These two entities share a common stage form where global 

issues are addressed. Both deal with literature as a backdrop and voice for the growing 

environmental threats. They serve to bridge the gap between science and humanities. As 

the setting of science fiction text takes place in different world, different universe and is 

imaginative it gives a clear picturesque prediction of future creations of science and 

technology and its impacts on human and non-human world. The sci-fi writers and their 

novels predict both the negatives and positives due to improvements in science and 

technology. The objective of this paper is to throw light on the how the sci-fi novels with 

its imaginary worlds have seen the possible future with an eco-critical concern and which 

presage the trends of the future technology. 
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Introduction 

 Science fiction can be defined as a fiction based on imagined future scientific or 

technological advances and major social or environmental changes, frequently portraying space 

or time travel and life on the other planets. Science fiction, is usually known as sci-fi (or) SF, it is 

a form of literary genre which principally focuses on the impact of the imagined science upon the 

society (or) an individuals. Though the writers of the past had dealt with the themes,that are more 

related to the genre of modern fiction, these stories failed to throw light on the apparently valid 

scientific and technological facts. This genre has emerged in the west where social 

transformation has been revived by the advent of industrial revolution and paved the way for the 

many writers and intellectuals to infer the future impact of technology. In the beginning of the 

20th century, many standard science fictions came into the field of literature focusing on the 

themes such as ecological changes and predictions, space, travels, robots, alien beings, and time 

travel. According to Gunn: 

Science fiction is a branch of literature with the effects of change on the people in the 

real world as it can be projected into the past, the future, (or) to the distant places. It 

oftenconcerns itself with scientific (or) technological change it usually involves... 

(Anders) . 

 Science fiction is a literary genre consisting of stories that are partially true and partially 

fictitious scientific laws and theories. The situations dealt in the plot differ from those of the 

present day and the familiar past. It mostly foretells the effects that the new inventions and 

discoveries will have upon us. Some of the early pioneers in the sci-fi field are H.G.Wells  and 

Jules Verne. Some of the well known 20th century science fiction texts include “1984” by George 

Orwell, “Brave New World” by Aldous Huxley, “The Fountain head” by Ayn Rand. Other 

reputed authors of the contemporary century are Isac Asmiov, the author of “Foundation 

Triology”, and “His Robot Series”, Arthur.C. Clark, famous for his fiction “2001 A Space 

Odyssey”. 

The Chronology of Science Fiction 
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 The origin of  science fiction can be traced to the 2nd century  with the precursors like Lucian and 

his work “True History” traces of it can be seen in some of the Arabian Nights Tales, The Tale of the 

Bamboo that appeared during the 10th century and Ian-al-Nafis’ Theoogus Autodidacus in the 13th 

century. The birth of the modern science fiction itself is after the creation of Jonathan Swift’s 

“Gullivers Travels” (1726) which is noted is as one of the first true science fantasy works, along with 

that of Voltaire’s “Micromegas” (1752) and  Johanne Keplers’s “Somnium”. Mary Shelley’s 

“Frankenstein” and “The Last man who helped” revolutionized the genre with Edgar Allen Poe 

adding spice to it. The development of new technologies such as electricity, the telegraph, new forms 

of powered transportation, gave an impetus to writers like writers including H.G Wells and Jules 

Verne who dealt with the plot based on these inventions which became so popular across the society, 

for example H.G Wells’ “The War of the World”(1898) describes about Martians using tripod 

fighting equipments with advanced weaponry during their invasion in the late Victorian England. In 

the late 1930’s, marked the beginning of “Golden age of science fiction” where writers aimed at 

celeberated scientific achievements and progress. It was noted that the new SF writers gave much 

focus on social sciences rather on hard sciences (physics & chemistry). In the 1950’s saw the advent 

of “Beat Generation” and the late 1960’s and the early 1970’s writers like Frank Herbert,  

 Samuel. R. Delany brought in new ideas, writing styles, Larry Niven also a gave new life to the 

hard science fiction. Only in 1990’s we can see the emergence of  works with themes including 

environmental issues , the implications of the global internet and expanding information universe. 

Neal Stephenson’s “The Diamond Age” briefly explores these themes. 

Science Fiction and Ecocriticism: An Outlook on some of the novels. 

 The recent era witnesses growing environmental issues and conserving the environment gains 

more importance among the public, The people from various disciplines are eager to give voice for 

the conservation of the mother earth. The increasing environmental problems with its drastic impact 

pose a major threat to human as well as non-human. Nature writers, literary scholars and 

environmental activists try to play their role in protecting the earth. To make it possible through 

literature many novels are coming up with eco–oriented themes, eco conservation themes, physical 

and mental disturbance due to sudden environmental changes, psychic changes due to the absence of 
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peaceful surrounding the threats and warning regarding the consequences when the planet earth is not 

treated well.  

 Ecocriticism is a critical theory which can be defined as a “Study of relationship between literature 

and environment from an interdisciplinary perspective” (Glotfelty xxviii). It gives importance to the 

environment and raises voice against mankind’s relationship with nature. Loretta Johnson mentions 

some of the pioneers in the field  of ecocriticism in his article entitled “Greening the Library: The 

Fundamentals and Future of Ecocriticism” the book traces the origin and coinage of the term 

“Ecocriticism” by William Rueckert and who first used the term in his book entitled “Literature and 

Ecology: An Experiment in Ecocriticism” , Loretta Johnson  purport the value of the book “The 

Ecocriticism Reader: Landmarks in Literary Ecology” written by Cheryll Glotfelty   remains as a 

“benchmark text in the field of because of its contributors and with its diversity of essays “(Johnson 

8). Glotfelty emphasizes that the literary critics should come forward in developing their perspective 

in viewing literature from an ecological approach, Johnson even mentions Glen Love who put all her 

efforts to bridge the gap between science and humanities by bringing them close as tool to promote 

interdisciplinary approach to ecocriticism. On account of the above discussed thoughts by various 

pioneers it is apparent that many ecocritics attempt to point out the mankind’s harsh treatment 

towards the nature. To say, in simple words to make humans more responsible towards mother earth.  

Therefore two entities, mainly science and ecocriticism share a common stage in addressing the 

global issues. This blending paved way for the ecocritical work entitled “Green Speculations: Science 

Fiction and Transformative environmentalism” by Eric C. Otto in which he explores literary science 

fictions’ contribution towards today’s ecological degradation. This book throws light on certain 

significant works of environmental science fictions that criticize various human values which are 

responsible for this degradation. In his work “Green Speculations: Science Fiction and 

Transformative Environmentalism”, Otto introduces “Environmental Science Fiction” and considers 

his writing as a tool to change the environment. This work can be considered as the bible for sci-fi 

writers who wanted to deal their novels with an ecocritical touch. Imaginative fictions such as these 

“science fictions” intend to communicate and warn, mankind about the impacts of new discoveries on 

individuals and nature in a more effective way. British authors such a John Wyndham, John 

Christopher, Brian Aldiss, John Brunner and J.G. Ballard are well-known for their novels with 
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ecological themes. John Burner’s “The Sheep Look up” (1960) deals with misuse of our planet’s 

natural resources, impacts on human society due to pollution. It is a magnificent study that explains in 

detail the degeneration of world due to pollution which is centred on the United States where the 

issues and environmental warnings are totally ignored by the government officials and other power-

hungry corporations until the people get to feel the situation, in spite of the warning about the danger 

to the people who refuse to go for a change. This fantastic theme also gives warning to all the readers 

and the most polluting countries on the earth which even bears alarming status conveying “we must 

take steps even before its too late”. His other novel “Stand on Zanzibar” focus on issue of human 

population and political imbalance.  

 According to many science fiction encyclopaedists, it is discussed that the escalated awareness 

regarding the ecological issues can pave way for a new difference and new cosiness to the ongoing 

hot environmental issues which gave birth to the drastic changes in human’s physiological and 

psychological relationship with nature. Though Ballard’s “The Drowned World” and “The Burning 

World”; Wyndham’s “The Chrysalids” and “The Kraken Wakes” although deal with such issues, the 

most glorified writer in handling these ecological warnings as a major theme among British writers is 

Brian Aldiss.  His novels examines the ecological foundations and conceptions. Aldiss’ only aim is to 

give the science fiction a place among modern classics. In a world of rising scientific advancements, 

Aldiss works closes the gap between public understanding and scientific perceptions, particularly in 

the field of ecological problems. His other excellent novel “Greybeard” was written during the time 

when media highly covered the burning issue of campaign for nuclear disarmament and widespread 

concern over strontium-90 in children. The novel clearly dissects the issues concerning human 

sterility resulting from nuclear testing in the stratosphere. The plot explains the rising frailty among 

mankind, and the flashback recalls that the disintegration of the society with a future. His next 

“Earthworks” (1965) also presents about environmental concerns. The novels deals with the  hidden 

danger in the usage of chemical pollution which results in soil exhaustion, the novel bloom with the 

realization of  hazards in using organic fertilizers. Organic fertilizers today are replaced with “new 

scientific” methods in farming that results in the high usage of chemical fertilizers and artificial 

manures that damaged the crops and water thereby leaving the soil unhealthy. Society later came 

forward with determined initiating methods in reviving those chemical based farming method to 
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organic farming during the late 70’s and 80’s. This fiction highly plays a prophetic role in 

communicating future danger to the common audience. Apart from these text like “The Entry on 

Ecology” written  by Brian Stableford  in which one of its chapter explained about the “Ruined earth 

stories” such as Alfred Bester’s “Adam and No Eve” and Ursula K. LeGuin’s “Always Coming 

Home” and etc. It encompass Paul Ehrlich’s “The Population Bomb”  “Ecocatastrophe”(Fernandes) 

that depicts the status  of the  “world gone to ecological hell”(Fernandes). John Christopher’s “The 

Death of the Grass”; Brian Aldiss’ “ Earthworks”; J.G. Ballard’s “The Wind from Nowhere”, “The 

Drowned World”, “The Burning World”, “The Crystal World” all these novels has the plot built in 

and around the ecological collapse that 21st century will face, it is all an alert given by various writers 

through various themes from a subtle perspective.  

Conclusion 

 On the whole though scientific, science fictions plays a philosophic role in enlightening 

its readers of the impending danger. This paper focus on the science fiction with its themes such 

as conserving environment and human kind , warning the human society with imaginary worlds 

from  an ecocritical perspective. Its gives a brief account on the way science fictions relates its 

storyline with the environment. It has been discussed that ecocriticism has been presented as an 

interdisciplinary field which aims to reinforce scientific knowledge to make several 

interpretations on fictional texts in order to judge the realism of nature based texts. Its has been 

argued that writings which promote environmental values and appreciate nature are more valued 

and encouraged. It is obvious that the knowledge of environmentalism was developed among 

intellectuals and scientists only during the twentieth century. Many writers like Brian Aldiss, 

Aldous Huxley, John Burnner are involved under this circles and they are even more apt to be 

called as “Ecocritics” 
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